Stage set for projection
This is the former stage set of Peter Marvey. It is especially designed for
magic shows, but works for other kind of shows as well.
The great idea: it is designed for projection, so it can change it’s look and
mood within seconds. Project films, animations or pictures over all the stage
set with only one beamer or projector.
Project burning flames, dschungle moods, construction place, phantasy world
or whatever comes to your mind and fits to the show or illusion. The most
crazy ideas get possible. Without any more costs and props to transport or
time for setup before and during the show.
It packs small (all textile and foldable) and plays BIG.
The stage set is clever designed and a mix between transparent and nontransparent parts to avoid shadows from the front curtains to the back
curtains. It results in a smooth projection all over the stage without disturbing
hard shaddow lines in between.
There is a backdrop included with a land scape and ocean in black velvet,
which allows black-art in middle of white surroundment!
Also there is a neutral mid-curtain to open and close, also in white for
projection included.
All the side covers and top covers are black from the backside (black mat
textile), what makes it more easy to light and allows some more magic effects.
Each piece of this stage set has on top 4 rows of ceillets in different heights, so
it is easy to adapt to each theatre and create a higher or lower stage set.
See more about the dimensions in the plans.
The condition of the stage set is very good and surely not the reason of
selling. Some few spots cannot be recognized during projection.
And now the best: ALL textile is made of TREVIRA CS textile along the
German regulations B1. That means it is PERMANENT FLAME
RETARDANT. You don’t ever need to tread this material with chemicals or
anything similar to keep it flame retardant.

This stage set is completely made in Germany.

